The power of packaging
Custom Set-up Boxes

**Good packages come in all sizes.**

Quality rigid set-up boxes are a Brimar specialty. Consisting of a non-collapsible bottom and cover, typical examples of this style of box are candy boxes, cosmetic boxes and jewelry boxes. Whether you’re considering a custom box manufactured to your existing design and specifications, or looking for creative and strategic solutions to your packaging needs, rely on Brimar to deliver your next project on time, within budget, beautifully. As experts in packaging consultation, we’ll be glad to help you design a package that puts your product in its best light.

**Elegant Foils**
If you’d like a luxurious alternative to our colored paper boxes, consider a brilliant foil.

**Embossing & Debossing**
We can emboss or deboss your package, with color or blind, for a classic, elegant appearance.

**Printing**
From simple, one-color line art to vibrant, four-color photographic images, we offer letterpress, offset and process printing capabilities for your box, inside or out. Plus aqueous or UV coating and film laminating, if desired.
Custom Set-up Boxes

Foil Stamping
Add a look of distinction to your package with a foil-stamped design, available on a wide spectrum of gloss- and matte-colored finishes and foils.

Substrates
We stock a variety of board ranging from .030” to .100” thick. Speciality coatings offer extra protection from moisture, water and oil. We also work with custom materials, such as vinyl and leather.

Papers
Thousands of colored, patterned and theme papers are in stock, for a custom look without the custom price.

Small Boxes
If good things come in small packages, Brimar can manufacture small set-up boxes as little as 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)” x 3\(\frac{1}{4}\)” x 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)” with the paper wrap of your choice.

Deep Boxes
Is your product extra big? Brimar can manufacture boxes as large as 30” x 30” x 12”.

Loose Wrap
In addition to the traditional tight-wrapped box, Brimar offers simulated and full loose-wrap boxes.
Specialty Boxes

Specialty boxes as unique as your product or application.

When you work with Brimar, the possibilities of sizes, shapes, materials and graphics for your package are as endless as your imagination. In addition to custom set-up boxes, Brimar Packaging also manufactures specialty boxes, for packaging that’s as unique as your product. A specialty box may have a hinged lid, fabric covering or different shape. Different materials and styles of inserts are also available to enhance the presentation and protection of your product. Contract packaging, warehousing and shipping are available to help you simplify the manufacturing/distribution process.

Hinged Lid Boxes
A hinged lid enhances the value of a product. It also creates extra impact when there’s a special message to be presented, such as with a unique direct mail project or creative sales kit. Hinges may be paper, metal, stitched or taped.

Hand Finishing
Because every specialty box is unique, they are often hand finished.

Leather Effect Coverings
For that special elegance, select from dozens of simulated leather coverings.
**Box Inserts**

We offer several insert styles to suit your specific presentation — each available in a spectrum of colors to complement your product. Insert types can even be combined to create unusual packaging effects.

**Vacuum-Formed Inserts**

This type of insert is perfect when products have complex shapes or are very small, or when several products are presented in one package. Vacuum-formed inserts are available in a wide range of colors, with or without flocking.

**Foam Inserts**

Foam inserts are great where extreme protection is a must.

**Die-Cut Inserts**

A die-cut insert features a recess composed of chipboard. The insert can be wrapped in colored, printed, velour or foil paper.

**Book Boxes**

For video tapes or CD’s, book boxes make a great presentation.
Vinyl Boxes & Inserts

Showcase your product in vinyl.

Brimar Packaging manufactures boxes from .007” to .010” in clear or tinted vinyl. Common examples of boxes using vinyl are greeting card boxes, candy boxes and cosmetic boxes. Vinyl boxes are clearly the best choice when the product practically sells itself. Vinyl boxes can have a matte or gloss finish, be translucent or opaque, or even foil-stamped. They can work solo or be combined with custom inserts. Inserts may also be vinyl, or they may be die-cut, foam or vacuum-formed.

Tinted or Opaque
Accomplish a translucent effect with clear vinyl. Choose an opaque vinyl when deep, solid color is desired.

Inserts to complement your product
You can choose the type of insert that best suits your product, such as foam or foil-laminated inserts.

Foil-Stamped
Finish your vinyl package with foil. Dozens of color choices are available.

Vinyl Boxes & Inserts
Folding Boxes

Assembly solutions.
Brimar also designs and constructs easy-to-store, easy-to-assemble folding boxes in all boards, in thicknesses from .012” to .028”. We’re equipped with in-line and right-angle gluers to manufacture most folding carton styles. Folding boxes can be printed, foil-stamped, embossed or debossed with the design of your choice. Many other finishing operations are also available.

Custom Slipcases

Perfect for series and collections.
A slipcase could house virtually anything, but it commonly holds manuals and software, or a series of CDs, tapes, magazines or books. Depending on the specifications and size, Brimar can manufacture several different styles of slipcases. As with boxes, many of our manufacturing and finishing operations can be used and combined for a presentation that’s truly unique.

Folding Box Styles
- Straight Tuck
- Reverse Tuck
- Snap-lock Bottom
- Auto Bottom
- Glued Sleeves
- Beers Style
- Simplex
...and more
Performance without Limits.
At Brimar Packaging, we’ll save you space, time and money. So there are no limits to the levels of packaging performance you can achieve.

Small and Large Runs.
We don’t require minimum orders. Of course, the larger the quantity, the lower the price, but with no minimums, you have the opportunity to decide what quantity and price works best for your company.

Central Location, Competitive Pricing.
Logistically speaking, we’re well positioned in the heart of the country, in Cleveland, Ohio. We work with manufacturers, distributors and ad agencies throughout the U.S. We’re keenly aware of the national set-up box market, and our pricing and terms are the best anywhere.

Flexible Warehousing Programs.
Take advantage of quantity discounts while saving valuable warehouse space. We can finance, insure and store your order until shipping time. Then we’ll bill you only for the boxes shipped. Our 120,000-square-foot facility has plenty of room to safely warehouse your boxes.
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